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chilcal
In Colombia is a place where bricks are made by hand. It usually consists of a blast furnace coke coal-powered. Place (
Oven ) where bricks are cooked. Also in Colombia, a Chilcal is a site where abundant plants of Fuchsia or Chilca whose
scientific name is Baccharis bogotensis or Baccharis latifolia, belongs to the family of the Compositae ( Compositae ).
Cyrus is also called in some parts of Colombia.

chilcas
Plural of chilca .  In Colombia it is the common name of a plant own of cold climates.  Refers to the ciro or chilco plant. 
Its scientific name is Baccharis bogotensis or Baccharis latifolia.  It belongs to the Compositae family.  It has medicinal
uses. 

chilcos
Chilcos is the plural of Fuchsia. It refers to Cyrus, ragwort or Fuchsia plants. Its scientific name is Baccharis bogotensis
or Baccharis latifolia. It belongs to the Compositae family. It has medicinal uses.

chilcuautla
It is the name of a municipality in the State of Hidalgo in Mexico.  Its name originates in the Nahuatl language and
means Woods or forest of chiles.  It is located within the Valley of Mezquital.

chile
Name of southern South American country whose capital is Santiago.  Pepper, chop, pepper.  In Colombia (Santander)
is one of the common names of a Palm, its scientific name is Ceroxylon vogelianum, also called chonta black Palm or
Palm wax.  In language Aymara means where the land ends and in Quechua language chire means cold.

chilea
It is an invitation to keep his composure, calm down, calm down.  It is a word derived from chill.  Used in Panama. 
Relax, take it soft.

chilean pine
You mean Chilean pine.  It is the name of a coniferous tree also known as Araucano pine or Araucaria.

chileaotle
The correct term is Chileatole.  It is a very ancient drink prepared in Mexico, is basically Chocolate or literally in Nahuatl
Aguita de cacao, which is flavored with chilies and vanilla.  Today also is told in the same way to a typical soup has
salted corn kernels from cob and epazote (paico) and onion.  In some regions they add some kind of meat or seafood.

chilenismos
They are terms of the language commonly used in Chile and are usually unknown in other Spanish-speaking regions. 
Most are Mapuche origin terms.

chilenita
Diminutive of Chilean.  In Colombia we call Chilean or Chilean to a play in football in which he shoots his back to the
rival bow and being in the air.



chilenización
It means giving condition or quality as usual in Chile.  Assume the conditions, customs or culture of Chileans.  Have or
take characteristics similar to Chileans.  It can also be nationalizing companies in Chile. 

chileolote
I think that there is a typing error. They probably wanted to say Chilzolote. If it is so that the name of one of the villages
of the municipality of San Pablo Anicano, in the State of Puebla, known as Bocanegra or Chilzolote.Bien could occur
that you were asking about the Zolote Chile or Chile cob, which is a variety of chile, large red intense, like a corn
cob-shaped or zuro.

chilguetear
In Colombia you mean splash, drip, drip.  Stain with splashes or drops something, m especially paintings or fats.

chilico
It is one of the common names given to a bird in South America.  It is also known as huerequeque, Peruvian alcaraván
or chorlo cabezón.  Its scientific name is Burhinus superciliaris and it belongs to the family Burhinidae. 

chilindrina
chilindrina is incorrectly written and should be written as "Chilindrina ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Chilindrina is
a character from the comedy of the Guy from the eight, starring María Antonieta de las Nieves.  Freckled and sweet
bread for the pints of cinnamon and brown sugar.

chilindrón
It is a type of sauce typical of the Basque Country.  Typical Spanish and especially Basque stew.  It is special for
preparations with poultry meats and other tender meats.  It is red in color and is prepared based on red peppers, lots of
garlic and vegetables.  It is also a type of card game that is made with the Spanish deck.  Formerly it was another
signature to call a coscorrón (blow with the knuckles on the head) or the bump or turupe that this blow generated. 
Common name of several species of shrubs in Central America, they are usually malerza and among them is the chilco. 

chilinguear
In Colombia, it means being hung.  be hanging, pender.  Rocking, wobble, swinging, chilinguiarse.

chilito
It is the name of a plant.  Diminutive of chilo .  Fruit of the biznaga.  It belongs to the Cactaceae family, its scientific
name is Echinocactus platyacanthus. 

chillar
Give squeals.  Cry loudly.  Screaming, howling, howling, scolding.  It also means squeaking, grinding.  Give screams
with high-pitched sounds. 

chillón
Child who cries very hard, which emits squeals.  Loud, crying, howling, vocinglero.  Sound very strong, loud, sharp,
penetrating, unpleasant, off-key.  It also means bad combination in the colours, contrast much or that is very striking, but
cause displeasure.  That the colors don't combine properly.



chilo
In Mexico it means nice, attractive, beautiful, that I like.

chilocuilin
It is a word from the Nahuatl language, meaning chili worm.  It is also called the red maguey worm, chilocuil, chinicuil or
techol.  It is a larva of a butterfly (Comadia redtenbacheri, of the family Cossidae, synonym of Hypopta agavis). 

chiloé
Chiloé is the name of an archipelago, a province and a National Park, located to the South of Chile. A large island called
Isla Grande de Chiloé and a large number of Islands and island make up the archipelago. It has about 150,000
inhabitants. Its name comes from the Chelles or terns ( Chroicocephalus maculipennis ).

chilotherium
It was a genus of prehistoric rhinos that lived in the Miocene and Pliocene

chilpayate
You mean boy, boy, boy.  young man, teenager.  It's a word from the Nahuatl language.  It is synonymous with
hoquixpil.

chilpido
In the Department of Nariño, in Colombia and ecuador, it means breakage or tear ingesting in fabric or clothing (dress). 
Tear in dress.

chilpir
It means to break or tear.  Rip .  In Agronomy it is to produce or take cuttings to achieve an asexual reproduction of a
plant.  It is a term used in southern Colombia and Ecuador. 

chilro
In Argentina means spanking, slap to a child in the buttock.  Pat.  Ugly and elongated scar on the face, Rayon.   Wound
elongated in the face.  Colombia is also a colloquial way of calling a bird known as chirlobirlo (Sturnella magna) similar
to the oriole, the family Icteridae.  The same thing happens with the tree also called chirlobirlo or chicalá (Tecoma stans,
family Bignoniaseae).  In Portuguese it means Twitter, chirp or whistle (of a bird).

chiltepec
Chiltepec is incorrectly written and should be written as "Chiltepec ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>In Nahuatl
language means Hill of the 40 Chiles; Tepec: mount and Chilli: chile, pique ).  It is the name of a town and port on the
Gulf of Mexico in the municipality of Paraíso in the State of Tabasco, Mexico.

chilton
It is a woman's name used in the United States.  Name of actress of Canadian origin, whose full name is Chilton Crane. 
There is also Shilton as a woman's name and also as a surname of English origin.  Chilton is also the name of a county
located in the U.S. state of Alabama. 

chiludo
Person who gets angry easily.  Strong-willed and angry.  Grouch. 



chil´in
chil´in is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Chilin" being its meaning:<br>Something of little value. In
Guatemala there as last name, especially in families of indigenous ancestors. It was the alias of a drug trafficker in
Colombia and Venezuela.

chimalhuacan
chimalhuacan is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Chimalhuacan; is proper name )" being its
meaning:<br>Chimalhuacán or Chimalhuacán Atenco is a town in the State of Mexico in Mexico.  In language Nahuatl is
synonymous with strong, site of Defense, where are those who have shields, where are those who protect us, site of the
guardians.

chimalma
Chimalma or Chimalman in Nahuatl language means "shield hand".  It is the name of a goddess of fertility for the
Aztecs.  Taras or Mixcoatl were the parents of Quetzalcoatl.

chimal´popoca
These are words in the Nahuatl language.  They mean smoke shield to defend themselves.

chimangos
Plural of chimango .  It is one of the common names of a species of falcon.  Also known as milvago , tiuque , ?? Chiuque
, Triuque or Caracara Chimango , Caracara .  Its scientific name is Milvago chimango or Phalcoboenus chimango.  It
belongs to the Falconidae family.  There is a belief that their song announces rains to the peasant.  Also in M'exico is a
type of frying that is made with wheat flour and eggs, sweet and cinnamon.  

chimarro
It is an Ecuadorian surname, in the provinces of gold and Canar, especially in the city of Machala. Apparently it is of
indigenous origin. In 40 grass; Colombia ) There is also this surname.

chimba
In Colombia also means bad quality, contraband, counterfeit, chiviada.   (By the opposite meanings, it is necessary to
very carefully to the way of saying it, to intonation, or as we say to the tonito).

chimba chiripa
They are two words used in Colombia and meaning fortune, stroke of luck, adventure.  We also say chepa or chepazo. 
Chance. 

chimbada
In language colloquial Colombian to say thing, object.  Also used to express something that causes displeasure,
annoyance, disgust or anger.  Descalificadora expression, which indicates that something is very wrong.

chimbila
In the Department of Tolima in Colombia, it means bat, operating room.  It is also called murcio, chimbilá, chimbilo. 

chimbilá
In my tolimense land it means bat, operating room.  It is also called chimbilo or murcio. 



chimbilo
In the Tolima Department they call a bat chimbilor or chimbilá.  Mammal oquirter.  I'm snotty.

chimbiroca
In Chile it means whore, whore.  Licentious woman of life.

chimbo
In Colombia it is synonym of without funds, which has no value, that does not work or does not work.  False, imitation. 
Vulgarismo's penis.

chimbo pipí
In Colombia they are two synonyms of penis or virile limb.

chimborazo
It is the name of a snow-capped volcano in Ecuador.  The word is of Quechua origin and means snowy or hot mountain. 
It is also the name of a province in Ecuador, whose capital is Riobamba. 

chimeco
Very old and dilapidated buses.  It also means dirty and smelly, ragged.

chimenea
It is a duct by which the exhaust of gases or fumes from a campfire or a boiler is facilitated.  It can be located in a house
or also on a boat.  Smoke escape.  Vulture, nozzle.  In Colombia we call chimney to a vehicle that throws a lot of smoke
into the atmosphere or to a person who smokes too much.

chimichurri
It is a green sauce that is used as a companion to roasted meats.  It is made with finely chopped ingredients: parsley,
garlic, onion, oregano, chili powder (or finely chopped chili), vinegar and olive oil. 

chiminango
In Colombia, it is one of the common names of a tree.  The tree is also called guamúchil, chicken coop, pinzan,
payandé, gina.  Its scientific name is Sweet Pithecellobium and belongs to the fabaceae family Its fruits are known as
guamaras. 

chimiri waka
In the language of the Tarahumara (also called Raramuri) in Mexico, means your name your?.  Chimirihuaca,
chimiriguaca.

chimolera
In Mexico it means liar, mitómana person.

chimpa
It can mean fool, idiot.  Chimpa is the name of a volcano in Argentina between the provinces of Jujuy and Salta.  It has
two Summit: the Cerro Chimpa (4856 meters) and mount drawer (4796 meters)



chimpa manta
Chimpa blanket or Chimpa reflected is the name of a Chacarera interpreted by the Duo Coplanacu. Folk song from the
region of Santiago del estero in Argentina. In quechua means coming from the other side of the River, the other Bank.
Chimpa is ornament or flower and blanket the place of origin.

chimpallate
In El Salvador it is a term used to designate a child, infant.

chimpol
Name given to the wind that blows in gusts.  Gusty wind. 

chimpolazo
Strong gust of wind, which usually occurs in the summer. 

chimpón
Augmentative chimpus, large chimp.  It is clarified that chimpo is a type of ancient ship, with deck and sails.  In a
colloquial way it is synonymous with boy, big boy, young man or boy. 

chimpu
Chimpu or chinpu in quechua language means Crown, Halo, halo. Nimbus. trim curb. Daidema. It is also an Indian
surname Inca.

chimpun
Chinpum is a brand of educational toys for toddlers who are manufactured in Argentina. On the other hand Chizpum is
the colloquial way that in Colombia we call firearms hechizas very dangerous, and finally, the Chimpum, named
affectionately, is one of the first buildings of the tent. It comes from the main need of shade in the hot solar by the Seville
City Hall.

chimu
The correct term is chimu.  It has two well distinct meanings.  The Chimú in the Colombio-venezolanos Plains is curing
tobacco or tobacco jelly.  Chimú is also the name of a pre-Inca culture that had its heyday between the 7th and 13th
centuries, on the North coast of the Peru.  They stood in the architecture and urbanism.

chimuelo
In Mexico it is a way to call a person who is missing one or two teeth.  person with incomplete teeth.  Mueco . 

chimú
In Colombia and especially in the Eastern Plains is ambil, mascadura of tobacco, jelly that is removed from the cured
tobacco.  It was the name of a culture and a pre-Inca town that developed in the North of Peru.

chin
It is a type of card game or card game with two players.  Yin.  It is also a word in the English language which means
Chin, Chin beard.



china
China is a huge country in Asia.  Ancient culture.  In Colombia we say china marbles, marbles of glass.  In Colombia is
also a colloquial way to refer to a poor wretch, girl, girl, junior bridesmaid, girl, Miss.

china taipei
It is the name they use to designate their country athletes and representatives of Taiwan or China Nationalist
internationally. 

chinaca
The name of a newspaper of liberal ideology which was published in Mexico in 1862 and 1863.  Pobreria, ordinary
people and populace.  Name given to the Mexican liberal guerrillas during the war of independence against the United
States and the intervention of France.

chinampas
It is a millenary cultivation system used in Mexico, using floating platforms.  The word originates from the Nahuatl
chinamitl meaning keto or near reeds.  It is a method of extension of the agricultural frontier on lakes and lagoons. 
Vegetable and vegetables are cultivated.

chinanca
It refers to the poor people. Proletariat, indigent, pariah, helpless, needy, needed. Populace.

chinastear
In Central America it means to ride, mate, cover, copulate, referring especially to animals.  Fertilize. 

chinata
In Spain a rein that sells olive oil, in Colombia is a type of WaSP that are very poisonous, whose sting is very severe and
cause fevers.

chincha
In Peru is the name of a Province and a Valley, in the Region of Ica.  In Ecuador it means guadua or guafa.  Elsewhere
it is also called reed or tacuara.  It is a gram in the family Poaceae (it is similar to bamboo).

chinchandole
chinchandole is incorrectly written and should be written as "chinchando le ( with tilde )" being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is chinchando you. It is an inflection of chinchar. It means disturbing, tiring, teasing, insoportar, bother,
bother.

chinchayote
Name given in Mexico to an edible root (from chayote).  The word has Nahuatl origin and means below the chayote or
below the chayote.  Root of the chayote or chayotera, which is an edible root plant, whose scientific name is Sechium
edule.  In Colombia we call it cidra or guatila.  We also call her a poor man's potato.  But we do not consume the root,
but its fruit. 

chinche
The bug is a hemíptero, hematophagous insect belonging to the family of Cimex lectularius and belongs to the family



Cimicidae.  Also said bug to another insect that is known as aphid is a pest of crops, also say aphids and they belong to
the family Aphidae.  In Colombia we also say bug to a tachuelita with large head that is used to position papers on the
undercard.  Estoperol.

chinche de mezquite
Pest that affects tree trupillo or mesquite.  Insect characterized by defend issuing unpleasant smells.  In Mexico getting
to eat it in a State of nymph.  Aphid, xamue, xohue.

chinches
Pests of crops which are also known as aphids or mapuritos.  They are very harmful insects in agriculture and belong to
the family Aphididae ( Aphids ) belong to the order Hemiptera. There is another class of bugs that are blood-sucking
insects that live inside of the House and as a parasite of pets.  Its scientific name is Cimex lectularius and the family
Cimicidae. ( order Hemiptera ). In Colombia is said colloquially bugs to children.

chincheta
In Spain it is a type of small nail, with a large and round head that serves to nail papers on a board.  In Colombia we call
them bedbugs or tacks. 

chinchilete
In the tangled language and media language of an infant " Chinchilete " is actually " Who wants this " It's a game of
children in Guatemala.  Is with gifts and you must respond " I, machete ".

chinchilla
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  Chinchilla is also the name of a small rodent with a genus of rodents that
belong to the family Chinchillidae.  Skin very thin and native son of andes of Peru, Bolivia and Chile.  Colombia takes
nurseries of chinchillas.  In quechua means small and quiet.  There are two species, and are endangered.

chinchimbacal
It is one of the common names of a songbird.  It is also known as lesser goldfinch, ? black capita , chinchimbacal , ?
Chirulí , Chisga , pardillo pequeño , jilguerito dominico , jilguero aliblanco or mozotillo de charral .  Its scientific name is
Spinus psaltria.  It is classified in the group of finches and belongs to the family Fringillidae. 

chinchin
In Colombia it means cash payment, in cash.  Hard cash and sound, cash.  It is also an expression that is said when
toasting and means health, success or good luck. 

chinchín bakal
It is the name in the Mayan language of a songbird.  It is also known as tangarilla or monjita gargantinegra, solibio,
bacalito, mayita, cuadrillero, tangalaringa, higuerillero, eufonia or fruterito de garganta negra.  It has yellow and black
plumage.  Its scientific name is Euphonia affinis.  It belongs to the family Fringillidae.  It is endemic to Central America. 

chincholeto
It means sleeping without clothes, naked, trying to alleviate the heat.  I empeloto.

chinchorriar



In Colombia chinchorriar is to use the chinchorro.  Chinchorro is the name of two things different in use, but similar in its
elaboration.  A small boat is a kind of hammock, hand-woven using knots, forming a mesh of squares at the end.  Used
to sleep and chinchorrear in this case is to sleep in a small boat.  Chinchorro is also a large mesh used to fish using
several canoes or boats  In this case chinchorrear is fish by dragging a chinchorro.

chinchorro
It is the name used in Ecuador for the Woodpecker.  It is an insect of the family Reduviidae (is not mosquito), which can
be the evil of trypanosomiasis or Chagas disease vector.  The Protozoan transmitted is the Trypanosoma cruzi.  Also
receives the names of vinchucas (Argentina, Uruguay and Chile), Chipo (Venezuela), chirimacha (Peru), Pito
(Colombia).

chinchosa
It means that it puts much perequê, that is foolish, weeping, pushy.  Person who annoyed by everything, fastidious.

chinchulín
It is a word of Quechua origin that means gut, small intestine.  The terms chunchules, chunchulla, chunchurria,
chinchurria are also used. 

chinchurria
It is a word of Quechua origin, meaning gut, small intestine.  In Colombia, it is another of the many ways of calling the
small intestine.  The terms "chunchullo", "chunchulla", "chunchurria", "chunchules", "chinchulín", "choncholí" are also
used. 

chincual
In Mexico and In Medicine is an outbreak or rash that comes out to newborn children in thighs and buttocks.  They are
snoring or pink granites.  It is also called chincualo.

chincualear
It is a word of Nahuatl origin.  Mean bugger, catch per year (comes from Tzincho year).  Sexual intercourse Annals. 
Used in Mexico.

chinela
In Colombia means flip flop, flip flop, slug, dragger, escarp, slipper, slipper.  Very soft shoes that are only used between
home.

chinelas
It is another way of calling the flip-flops, skids, flip flops, slippers or sandals.  It is a very simple footwear, consisting of
the sole and a tape covering the toes of the foot and part of the instep.

chinelo
It is a word of Nahuatl origin and means that he moves well the feet and hips. That he dances well. It is the term used for
typical Mexican dancers who are dressed in old clothes. In Colombia we say Chinelos or slippers to a few skids,
flip-flops or alpargates with uppers of canvas or fabric and soles of rubber and sisal. Quotes.

chinfonia



The most suitable term is chinphony.  Name of a play by Nicaraguan José Coronel Urtecho , The full name of the play is
Bourgeois Chinfonia.  In Music , Symphony , Group of voices and instruments that perform chords at the same time.  

chingado
In Colombia, bedbug or chingao, means very fast, fast, at full speed. 

chingalé
In Colombia it is one of the common names of an ornamental deciduous tree.  It is also called jacaranda, pavito,
gualanday, vanillo, gualancho.  Its scientific name is Jacaranda copaia and it belongs to the Bignoniaceae family.  It has
blue or purple flowers and blooms in the summer.  Name of a Colombian town belonging to the Department of Sucre.  

chingar
Means take, drink, get drunk, do silly things, goodies.  It is also disturbing, tiring, annoy, bother.  For indigenous
Embera-Katios in Colombia is to sail in small canoes.

chingol
It is one of the ways as call the crested, uniform or click, a bird common mu in the cities in the Southern Cone of South
America.  They also say planchin or pichuchanca.  In other countries it is called pirri, foliage-Gleaner, Rufous-collared
Sparrow chincol.  Its scientific name is Zonotrichia capensis and belongs to the Passarellidae family.

chingolo
It is one of the forms as in the Southern Cone of South America and especially in Argentina, call the crested, uniform or
click, a bird common mu in the cities.  They also say planchin or pichuchanca.  In other countries it is called pirri,
foliage-Gleaner, chingol, chincol.  Its scientific name is Zonotrichia capensis and belongs to the Passarellidae family.

chingoyo
In the Peruvian Andes it is the name of a shrub plant that is also called toñuz, chilco or chilca.  Its scientific name is
Pluchea chingoyo and belongs to the family Asteraceae.  It has medicinal uses.

chingoyos
Plural de chingoyo .  It is one of the names of a plant of the family Asteraceae, it is also called chilca or toñuz.  Its
scientific name is Pluchea chingoyo.  Chilco flowers.

chiniar
In Colombia, take care of a Chinese, take care of a child or a baby.  Also in some parts of the country is playing with
chinitas, balls or marbles (crystal spherites). 

chinicuil
It is a word of Nahuatl origin and means red chili or red chili.  Also name of the larva of the insect that affects it and that
belongs to the butterfly species Comadia redtenbacheri, of the fa, ilia Cossidae. 

chinicuiles
Plural of chinicuil.  In Mexico are the larvae of lepidopteran insect or moth whose scientific name is Comadia
redtenbacheri and belongs to the family Cossidae.  It also receives the names of chilocuiles, techoles or worms of the
chile.  Although these larvae attack Agave, they are not eliminated since they are used in Mexican cuisine.  Fried foods



are consumed.

chinininga
It is one of the common names given in the Peru to a medicinal plant.  Its scientific name is Clinopodium taxifolium and
belongs to the family Lamiaceae.  It has medicinal use basically in gastrointestinal diseases and parasite control
(amebiasis).  It is also the name of a Peruvian folk song performed by Alex Pichi, the King of Bünde.

chinitas
Plural of Sweety.  It is one of the common forms of calling an insect of the family Coccinnelidae.  He is also known as
ladybirds, comfortably, coconuts, coconut or Antón vaquita.  They are used in biological control of pests.

chinizar
It is a neologism, which aims to enunciate an economic model consisting of chewing on trade products obtained with
cheap labor (maquila, manual assembly) and made with inputs of regular quality.  Workers are overexploited to reduce
prices.  In many cases, they only become crude copies obtained with industrial espionage.  In many cases, artisanal
trades in developing countries are impaired.  Bulk acquire products made in China.

chino
In Colombia it means young, child, guambito, pelao, bug, it guipa, minor.  Fairy tale to say lie.  Chinese as a mode of
speaking to say confused, tangled.

chinooks
Name of an indigenous group from North America.  Name of a class of large, twin-rotor American military helicopters. 
Its reference is C-47.

chinta
It means red, red, reddish.  Also in Central America means menstruating, in menstrual period. 

chintete
Mexico is one of the common names of the spiny lizard, I roño thorny, I roño or scaly lizard or poisonous lizard (actually
it is not poisonous, this is a myth about his ugly appearance).  Its scientific name is Sceloporus horridus and belongs to
the family Phrynosomatidae.  The chintete is an endemic lizard of Mexico.

chintextle
It is also called Oaxaca salsa.  It is a paste or sauce made with ground dried chiles and equally dried shrimp, which put
some in tortillas.  As it is highly nutritious, farmers use it for their long hours.  Also called them Tlayudas ( 41 large
tortillas;

chinuano
It means native or born in Chinú, a municipality of the Department of Córdoba, in Colombia.  Relative to Chinú or
resident in Chinú .

chipa
In Colombia chipa is a roll of wire.



chipada
In Colombia it means roll, especially when referring to wire or a rejo.  Coiled rejo ready to launch and link. 

chipaya
In Bolivia it is the name of an indigenous language, in the Provinces of Carangas and Sabaya, of the Department of
Oruro.  Name of an indigenous Bolivian ethnic company and its language.  Name of a Bolivian municipality belonging to
the Sabaya Province of the Department of Oruro.

chipá
Chipa chipa, is a kind of bread made with flour of manioc (starch) and cheese especially in Paraguay.  Baked dough.  It
is similar to that in Colombia we call pandeyuca or cheese bread.  Chipa in Colombia is also a way to call a roll of wire.

chipeada
In Colombia it means rolled (in several turns), arranged in the form of a chipa, roll or threads.  Enchipada .  Inflection of
chipping.  Rope wound in several turns or threads, arranged to be thrown. 

chipear
In Colombia it is the same as enchipar.  It is the activity consisting of making chips, rolls or threads with a strand of wire,
with a rope or with a rejo.  It can also be in culinary making flour and cheese doughnuts, which are also called chipas. 
The word is of Guarani origin and there also in Paraguay and Argentina is a donut of cassava flour (starch) and cheese. 

chipiar
In Colombia chipiar is the same thing that wrap a wire or rope.  Forming a sparking wire.  It can also wrap a loop to try to
bind an animal (usually a Bull).  Volley a rope or a rope with the intention of seizing with it a bull by the horns.

chipichipi
In Central America it means small rain, drizzle.  In Colombia it is a very small type of bivalve mollusc.  Type of children's
dance with Caribbean rhythm.  Name of a tropical song performed by Los Melódicos .  Onomatopoeia of sound caused
by dragging your feet on the ground.

chipiro
In Colombia and Venezuela, is a kind of little turtle's head.  with red or orange spots.  Its scientific name is Podocnemis
erythrocephala in the Podocnemididae family.  It also tells Chirimpe, chimpire or irapuca.  The chipiro is a very small
turtle of the basins of the Amazon and the Orinico.

chipirón,calamar
It's a kind of small-scale squid.  Small or beach squid, European squid. 

chipiza
In Nicaragua it means injury, wound, varicose ulcer, scrape, laceration, scrape.  wound that doesn't heal.

chipocludo
Influential and powerful person. In Colombia we say gamonal.



chipolo
Colombia is one of the various games that takes place with the Spanish deck.  First is elected who will do as a Carver,
which is done by drawing with the highest card.  The dealer will fight against the other three.  They are dealt 9 cards per
player, care should be taken to make the greatest number of bases at the end win who have more points.

chipote
It's the same as bump or Tolondrón.  Swelling caused by a blunt blow.  hematoma.

chipre
Name of an island in the Mediterranean Sea.  In Colombia, name of a neighborhood of Manizales, in the Department of
Caldas.  The name of a country occupying two-thirds of the island of the same name. 

chips
It is a term from the English language meaning chipping, peeling, cut in slices or sliced.  French fries into slices or sliced.
 For many years it was the name of a television series police in which the protagonist was a policeman of Latin origin.

chipuro
Chipuro is a town in the State of Anzoátegui in Venezuela, near the city of Anaco. It is a region of high yield oil.

chiquearse
In Honduras it means to walk with much panache and elegance.  Wiggling, wiggle it.

chiqueón
In Mexico it means inappetent, unwilling, who does not want to eat. 

chiquero
In Colombia a pigsty is the same as marranera or piggery, place where the pigs are kept.  Pigpen is also an adjective to
denote disorder, dirtiness, pigpen, stable, Razorfen.  Pantanero, quagmire.

chiquilichis
It is one of the common names given in Mexico to a hemipteran insect.  It is also known as cicada, cocoa or chicharra. 
Its scientific name is Quesada gigas and it belongs to the family Cicadidae.  Males can produce a shrill sound. 

chiquillería
Group of children or little ones.  It's also called a little girl or babysitter.  Work of a child, pilatuna.

chiquillo
Diminutive of boy.  Child, pelao, infant.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin. 

chiquillos
Plural of boy.  Want to tell children, infants, kids, chinitos, pelaitos, creatures, children, kids, small, brats, boys, kids,
escuincles, guipas, guambitos, bed bugs.



chiquita
In Colombia was the name of a famous banana company.  Small of stature, of young age.

chiquitera
Chiquitera, is a collection of jokes or humorous stories told by the character of La Chiqui or Joselo, whose real name is
Jose Laureano mountain Cataño, artist costeño based in Barranquilla, ( Colombia )

chiquito
You mean small.  Diminutive as a boy.  Which is short or of short length.  Low stature, dwarf.  Nickname given in
Colombia to actor and presenter Hugo Pérez.  Nickname with which the Argentine goalkeeper Sergio Germán Romero
is known. 

chira
In Biology it is the name of a spider genus.  They are well known as jumping spiders or flytrap spiders.  They belong to
the family Salticidae .  It is also the name of a river that is bordered between Ecuador and Peru, by a stretch of about 50
kilometers.  It is formed with the catamayo (Province of Loja, Ecuador) and Macará rivers.  It flows into the Alamor River
(Province of Piura, Peru).  Name of a valley on the same river.  With its waters is formed a dam called Poechos.

chirajito
It is a diminutive of chirajo. In Colombia is a derogatory way of referring to an old suit or of poor quality. Old clothes we
say chiros or chirajos. Among other things, " leave the chiros " in Colombia it is become short-tempered. Dress
desiccated by the use.

chiramelo
In Colombia it is the name of a fruit, also known as star fruit or carambolo.  Plant that produces carambolos (a fruit in
Colombia).  It also receives the names of star fruit, star averrhoa, carom, carambola, torombolo, miramelo, Chinese
tamarind, tamarind culí or starambolo.  Its scientific name is Averrhoa carambola and it belongs to the Oxalidaceae
family.  In billiards, ball that is taca to make carambolas. 

chirapiento
In Colombia he is a very ill-dressed and dirty person.  Person who wears old, broken clothes.  You wore rags or
squeaks.  It means Chiroso, chilandrajudo, ragged, uprooted, scruffy, astroso, raging, tattered, piltrafa, wink, flap, unced.

chiras
In Colombia it is a colloquial way of referring to the devil.  Demon, satan. 

chirato
Chirato is a dermatoptero that Cilombia we also call Earwig. In Spain they say staysail or Tincleta.Fruto of the amorseco
or brujilla.

chircal
In Colombia is a factory of bricks and clay tiles.  Furnace whereby roofing tiles and bricks are cooked.

chirgo
It means neglected, desgreñado, unprotected, of poor quality, bad race.  Stray and abandoned animals.



chiri
It means army, troop.  Municipal Guard.  Battalion. 

chirica
It is the name of a plateau in the municipality of San Félix in Venezuela.  On this site was held one of the battles of the
Indecency Campaign (Guiana Campaign).  It's also a way to call a quail class.

chiricagua
It is one of the names given to an American indigenous people of the Apache family.  They live in the states of New
Mexico and Arizona in the United States and those of Sonora and Chihuahua in Mexico.  They are also called
chiricaguas, chiricagues, chiricahua apaches, chiricagui, chiricahui apaches, chiricahues, chilicague, Hui Hah or people
of the Rising Sun, people of the East.  They belonged to Cochise and Jerome.  Name of a Southern Arizona Mountain
Range that is part of Coronado National Forest.  Name of the highest mountain of this same mountain range. 

chiricuazo
Strong blow to the back of the neck (back of neck).  It usually generates an advantage and is very intimidating.  It is
given with the palm of your hand open. 

chiridisco
chiridisco is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Chirivisco" as meaning:<br>The correct term is chirivisco or
chirivisca, which means skinny, slim, wiry.

chirigota
It's another way to call a mockery, mockery,,.

chirigotera
It is called that to a person, mocking, who likes to mock others.  Burletera, chanzuda, funny, guasa, cachazuda. 

chiriguana
The correct term is Chiriguaná, with tilde.  It is the name of a colombian municipality that belongs to the Department of
Cesar.  Name of a Savannah in the same region. 

chiriguare
Chiriguare or chiriguaro is a common bird in the Eastern Plains of Colombia.  It is also called garrapatero, caricare,
caracara or chimachimá.  Its scientific name is Milvago chimachima.  It is from the family Falconidae.  It feeds on cattle
ticks.  Name of a children's song by the Venezuelan Romulus Riera.

chiriguilla
It is one of the common names of a bushy plant of very fragrant flowers.  Celinda, Xelinguilla, syringe, Philadelphus,
false jasmine.  Its scientific name is Philadelphus coronarius and belongs to the family Hydrangeaceae

chiriguillo
The correct term is chiriguillo.  For the people of Nuevo Leon in Mexico, it means stranger, on the other hand, foreign
(almost always referring to that are from other States of Mexico).  Outsiders, Guatemala (Colombia).  In Colombia the
Llaneros say guates those who are on other sides.  Non of this same land, which are not countrymen.



chirigullo
chirigullo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Chirijuyu" being its meaning:<br>I think that they wanted to tell
Chirijuyu. This is the name of a Natural reserve which is in Guatemala.  Village of the municipality of Tecpan Guatemala,
Chimaltenango 12 km. by the Interamerican CA-1 road Southeast of the header.

chirilicas
Plural of chirilica .  In Central America it means currencies, money.  Simple money, often, small amount of money. 
Coins . 

chirimbolo
In Colombia means utensil, artifact, banner, junk, useful, junk, pot, pot, cacharro , cachivache , gossip, apparatus.  It
also means vessel, container or something that is spherical, which looks like a ball or a slice.  Sweets or spherically
shaped kneads.

chirimía
In Colombia it is a clarinet-like wind instrument made of wood.  It is also a musical group that performs typical airs or a
type of indigenous dance.

chirimole
The correct term is Chirimole or better still the Chirimole.  It is the name of a small village in the municipality of Elota,
Sinaloa State, Mexico.  It is also the name of a plant with scientific name Renealmia alpinia, Zingiberaceae family.  They
are popularly known as heliconias, in Quechua is called Amman '' i panqa or sweet Panca.  Its flower is a tirso ) (
composite inflorescence  Also called in Mexico Guasmole, guaxmole, wilimole, ixquihit.  The leaves are used to wrap
tamales and fruits and flowers make a mole that is eaten with tortillas.

chirimoya
In Colombia it is the name of a tree and its fruits.  It belongs to the Annonaceae family.  Her scientific name is Annona
cherimola.  The word cherimoya is of Quechua origin means of cold seeds (muya) (chiri).  It differs from the anon by
having a very soft, thin and fragile shell, in addition to lacking scales and on the contrary has small and continuous
circular hollows.  Its taste is also very exquisite. 

chirimoyas
They are a very delicious fruits of sweet white pulp.  They are the fruit of the Cherimoya, which is a tree of the family
Annonaceae and its scientific name is Annona cherimola.  In language quechua chirimuya means seed trust: seeds (
chiri ) cold ( muya ).  It is native to Colombia, Peru and Ecuador.

chiringa
In Colombia and especially on the Atlantic Coast it is a way of calling the kite, a toy, usually made of colored paper and
that is made to fly.  It also receives the names of culebrina, piscucha, milocha, barrilete, pandorga, volantín, chichigua,
papagayo. 

chiringo
It has several meanings.  In Central America it means strip of fabric usually old or worn, raging, raging.  It can also be a
small glass glass, brandy glass, cup.  In some Caribbean countries it means comet.  In the general sense it means
small, short, small, scarce. 



chiringuito
In Chile it is an open-air kiosk or drink stand.  Very small glass glass for serving liquor, glass.  Thin or small splash. 
Piece or strip of fabric travels or tattered, scrap. 

chirinola
It can mean, feast.  It can also mean discord, pleading, quarrel, altercation.  It is one of the names given in Mexico to a
variety of cacti (Cactaceae family).  It is called "the walking cactus", as it grows horizontally on sandy soil.  Other names
it receives are repatriating cactus, worm or worm cactus.  Its scientific name is Stenocereus eruca.  It is endemic to Baja
California. 

chiripa
In Colombia means stroke of luck, chance, fortune, chance, success.  In Colombia also say with the same meaning
chepazo, hump.

chiripazo
In Colombia it means very lucky event, extreme chance, luck.  We also say chepa or chepazo.  Exceptional lucky blow.

chiripioca
It is a term used in Argentina and means momentary and sudden madness.  In Colombia we say in the same chiripiolca
sense, which can also mean epileptic seizure, seizure, involuntary and sudden movement.   .  In Panama it means heart
attack, attack.

chiripoza
The correct term is chiriposa, with s .  In Peru it is a way of calling women who like to have clandestine amors with
married men.  In Colombia they are called to lie down or break the breakers. 

chirisique
Chirisique is a word of quechua origin used in Ecuador which means naked, I empeloto, vitilingo, without clothes.  By
extension, it means desplatado, penniless, in the inopia, poor.

chirisiqui
It's a Quechua-born word.  It means naked boy.  In Quechua.  "Chiri" is cold and "siqui" is buttock, tail, buttock tail, pot. 
Colloquially in Colombia we say, I am like the rabbit of the child God or chirisiqui, to denote that we are without money,
we also say I am without a rycano.  Bare.

chirito
In Colombia it can be diminutive of chiro, which is a way of calling a piece of cloth or rag.  Scrap.  Colloquially it is a way
to refer to the dress or suit, when it is informal or simple.

chirla
It is one of the common names of a bivalve seawater mollusc.  Its scientific name is Chamelea hen and belongs to the
family Veneridae.

chirlo
Scar that leaves a wound.  Scar found on the face. 



chirmol
In Guatemala it is a sauce or salad that is made with chopped onion, tomato and coriander.  It is used as a companion
to other meals.  The terms chimol and chismol are also used in the same sense. 

chirmolera
In Mexico it is a mortar, martajera, chorote, or bowl-shaped ceramic pot.  It serves to macerate all grains and ingredients
for sauces.  Vessel where the chimole is prepared.

chiro
In Colombia is a piece of scrap fabric, fabric, cloth.  Damp is usually used to clean furniture or kitchen.  In Ecuador it
means no money, bare.  In Spain it is a pig, pig Cryo.

chirola
It is a very colloquial way in Colombia refer to the head when they say also motola, mucura, testa or truncheon.  It also
refers in colloquial way to jail or to low-value coins.

chirolita
Diminutive of chirola , small chirola .  It is a very colloquial way in Colombia to refer to the head, when they also say
motola, múcura, testa or porra.  It also refers colloquially to prison or to coins of little value.  Very small coins (in
Colombia they are currently 50 or 100 pesos).  Also by extension they mean trifle, small quantity, small number. 

chironda
In El Salvador it means jail, cane, prison, criminal and prison.

chiroso
In Colombia it is called in this way to a chicken (and in general any poultry) that has raised or bristly feathers.  By
extension and colloquially person who dresses with chiros or rags, who dresses in old clothes and tattered.  That he has
torn garments. 

chirota
In Ecuador and Peru is one of the common names of a bird.  It is also called chirote, Peruvian loica or belicoso turpial. 
Its scientific name is Sturnella bellicosa and belongs to the family Icteridae.  By extension rude person, beacon, fight.  In
Central America can mean big, beautiful, playful, naughty usually referring to children.  It can also mean naked.

chirote
It is one of the common names of a class of mites, used in Colombia and Panama.  They are also called coquito yaya,
puca, piojito de cigarra, mojosa, coloradito, isango, baiburín, pinolillo , tlazahuate (which in Nahuatl derives from
tlalzáhuatl, which means "scabies of the earth"), plows (in Mexico), chivacoas belong to the Trombiculidae family.  They
are very similar to ticks but smaller in size. 

chirpia
Small, low and thin person.  Set of small trees to transplant .  Nursery.  Set of boys, corrillo.

chirrete
In Colombia it can mean splashing or dripping.  Footprint that leaves a liquid that stains and is emitted under pressure



(in jet).  It also means very ordinary person and bad manners.  Bad- and suffice, rude.  Foul.  Tattered, poorly dressed,
dirty, ragged.

chirri
It is a short for chirringo, a familiar and colloquial way of calling a friend low stature or who is the youngest of a family. 
Several criminals and Colombian guerrilla nickname.  It is one of the common names of a bird's scientific name
blue-black grassquit, which belongs to the family Thraupidae.  Also said you Whitehorn, owl, bird, creaking.  Surname of
an Italian journalist, Giovanna Chirri, who was it that gave the scoop to the world of the resignation of Pope Bebedicto
XVI.

chirriado
It's a squeaking inflection.  It means producing a sharp and raucous noise, especially by friction or friction of two
surfaces.  In Bogota, it is a very cachaco term, meaning elegant, beautiful, optimal, wonderful, attractive, distinguished. 
It shows garbo and donaire.

chirriante
It means that it squeaks, that creaks, that sounds.

chirriar
In Colombia it means grinding, making raucous noise.  Crack, snap, sound, resonate, squeal, creak.

chirrido
In Colombia it means very acute and shrill noise.  Braking of wheels.  Sound very penetrating and prolonged.

chirrinche
Alembic brandy.  It is a brandy or liqueur produced in illegal artisanal and considered way.  Tapetusa.

chirringo
In Colombia it means small, low, short stature, dwarf, small, pygmy. 

chirris
It is the nickname we put into Colombia to people of short stature.

chirulí
It is one of the common names of a songbird.  It is also known as lesser goldfinch, ? black capita, chinchimbacal ,
?chisgua , chisga , pardillo small , jilguerito dominico , jilguero aliblanco or mozotillo de charral .  Its scientific name is
Spinus psaltria.  It is classified in the group of finches and belongs to the family Fringillidae. 

chirundo
It means naked, empeloto, viringo, which lacks clothes.  Undressed, found, peeled. 

chis
In infant language means urinating, Pis, chichi.  It's also an expression to ask for silence. 



chis chas
It is the stage name of a comedian and musician Northern in Mexico.

chisga
In Colombia chisga means opportunity, bargain, cheap, discount.  Sale of anything below its normal value, for any
urgent need.  For FEDE name the birds he says is Chisgua, we also say arroceritos.

chisgua
In Colombia is a very common bird in the Department of Tolima that also say arrocerito.  It is also another common form
of call to the plant, also known as sago, achira, the India, biri or capacho cane.  Its scientific name is Canna indica and
belongs to the family Cannaceae.

chismosear
In Colombia means intrigue, slander, entangle, cizañear, gossip, lying, murmur.

chismoso
A person who lives aware of everything that happens around him.  A person who likes to make up stories or rumors
about others.  Indiscreet.  Snoop, gossip, curious, liar, liar. 

chispa
Small ember particle jumping out of the fire.  Centella, lightning, fire, pavesa, chiribita.  In Colombia it also means
ingenuity, sharpness, grace, vivacity, vividness.

chispa fulgor
They are two synonyms of flash.

chispas
Plural of spark.  In Colombia it is the name of a very beautiful traditional corridor by Master Milciades Garavito and
masterfully performed by Luis Uribe Bueno.   It is performed in tiple and bandola.  He was also the nickname of a bandit
who acted in the center of the country during partisan violence.  His name was Theophile Red Male.

chispazos
In Colombia it means flashes, flashes, flashes, glows, shines, glares, flares.  rumors, stories and gossip.

chispita
Diminutive of spark.  Small spark.  In Colombia it is a pyrotechnic game widely used by children in the festivities, not
recommended because it is quite dangerous.  Common name given to a very small bird, which is a species of
hummingbird.  Its scientific name is Selasphorus scintilla.  It is also known as sparkling hummingbird, orange-throated
sparkling or scintillating hummingbird.  It is endemic to Costa Rica.  

chispotear
It means wandering, getting it wrong, getting confused.  In Colombia it also means sparkling, squeaking, splashing. 
Spread some liquid in small drops.



chispudo
In Colombia is an adjective that means that it has much spark, lot of grace, which is in a very good mood and which
takes story to everything. It is usually a person very pleasant and dear world-wide. Jacarandoso.

chiste directo e indirecto
A direct joke is the one who tells a funny situation without sarcasm or satire.  On the contrary a joke if you use the
sarcasm and satire, but, although he does not say specifically who are concerned if they give many indirect guidelines
so who heard the joke will understand to whom they relate.

chistera
Type of hat widely used by magicians.  With what you make jokes or magic.  Cylindrical top hat type, wide and high. 
Galley.

chistes
They are short and humorous narratives that make laugh.   Occurrence, grace, joke, story, story, joke, cartoon, spark,
joke.

chistorra
Pork sausage.  It is a sausage made with minced pork.  It is of Basque origin. 

chistrones
It was a way of referring to the marginalized in France and Spain.  Community made up of marginalized minorities. 
They were also called sistrons, lepers, gaphos, waiters, patarinos.

chita
Chita is incorrectly written and it should be written as Chita ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>Chita is Colombia is
proper name.  Chita was the name of the chimpanzee inseparable companion of Tarzan, the King of the monkeys.  The
common name that is also known to chimpanzees.  Cheetah or cheetah, is also the common name of a cat very fast,
also known as Cheetah ( Acinonyx jubatus ).  It is the fastest animal in the world.  In Colombia Chita is the name of a
cold municipality in the Department of Boyacá.  There was formerly the name of Sierra Nevada de Chita, which
subsequently became more common to call Sierra Nevada del Cocuy or Sierra Nevada de Güicán, Department of
Boyaca, Colombia.  In Muisca language it means " Our land ".

chitarra
It is a word in Italian language meaning guitar.   It is a form of preparation of pasta in Italy, typical of Abruzzo.

chitarrone
In Italian he means guitarron, big guitar. 

chitear
In Colombia the term chitiar is used more.  It is a word of Chibcha or Muisca origin that means to crack, crack, crack,
crack, crack. 

chitiando
In Colombia it is an inflection of chitiar or chitiarse.  It means cracking, filling with cracks.  Slits, cracks, cracks or cracks



appear in any type of construction, artifact or material.  It's screaming or cracking.

chito
It is an expression in Colombia to request silence.  Shut up, make silence, make no noise.  It is also the name of a very
popular raisin with a salty flavor and that is prepared with cornmeal.  Nickname of a former Colombian footballer named
Freddy Alexander Torres, a native of Ibagué and who acted as a goalkeeper. 

chito
It is an expression in Colombia to request silence.  Shut up, make silence, make no noise.  It is also the name of a very
popular raisin with a salty flavor and that is prepared with cornmeal.  Nickname of a former Colombian footballer named
Freddy Alexander Torres, a native of Ibagué and who acted as a goalkeeper. 

chitra
It is the name of a genus of turtles that have a soft shell.  belong to the Trionychidae family.  In Panama and some parts
of Colombia it is called chitra, also to the jején, a very small mosquito transmitter of serious diseases.  It is a
Phlebotomus (felbotome).  It means he cuts the veins.  It comes from the Greek roots Phlebos vein and cut volumes.  It
refers to some blood-sucking insects that may be from the family Psychodidae (Order Diptera : mosquitoes) or
Reduviidae (Pitos or bed bugs, but not those of the family Cimicidae).  They are vectors of dangerous diseases
communicable to humans and animals, Zoonosis, such as Chagas Mal or Trypanosomiasis, Bartonelosis and also
Leishmanniasis.  In the Province of Veraguas, in Panama, there is a town that bears that name.

chitreano
It means natural or native to Chitré.  Chitré is the name of a District and a City in Panama, which belong to the Province
of Herrera.  Related to Chitré, resident of Chitré.

chiunque
It is a word from the Italian language that means who. 

chiva
In chiva Colombia is unpublished and breaking news.  Premiere.  The name is of the goat or goat female.  Goat.  Beard
incipient or training, tuft of Chin.  Chivera.  Bus transport multiple and informal, usually for passengers and cargo.  Mixed
bus or staircase.  Bus of revelry and rumba.

chiva camión
It's another way to call a ladder bus.  Vehicle used to transport passengers and all types of cargo (including animals). 

chivata
In Colombia she is a woman who is restless and hyperactive.  He's not afraid to do risky things.  Crazy, crazy, reckless. 
Risky.

chivato
Colombia says you sneak to the breeding of goat or chiva.  Chivito.  By extension is called sneak also a child who is
hyperactive, fool, brincón, playful.  Mostly in the center of Colombia is used.

chivera



In Colombia it means beard.

chiverre
It is one of the many names that it has a cucurbitaceous plant of edible fruits.  In Colombia it is known as bolo, pumpkin
or angel hair.  Other common names in America are alcayota, cayote, lacayote, chiclayo, chilacayote, victoria, vitoria. 
Its scientific name is Cucurbita ficifolia and belongs to the family Cucurbitaceae.  

chiverudo
In Colombia it means bearded, that you have or use beard.

chiviada
In Colombia it has two meanings.  It means fake, crude imitation.  It is not original, it is a copy or imitation.  False. 
Adulterated.  It is also a chiviar inflection.  In journalistic slang, it is to announce a breaking news story before another. 
Report first or before others.

chiviado
In Colombia means copied, counterfeited, is not original, smuggling, spell.  Also in Colombia, it means that a journalist
who sought to give a first or Newsflash, was overcome by another who was ahead of him.  Adulterated.

chivichanga
Used the term Chivichanga or Chimichanga.  In Mexico is a way of calling the tacos stuffed with meat, beans and
cheese, wrapped in corn tortillas.  They are typical of the States of Sonora and Sinaloa.

chivicoyo
In Mexico it is the common name of a bird, which is also known as colín, corcovado or quail.  Its scientific name is
Lophortyx gambeli and belongs to the family Odontophoridae .

chivilla
Diminutive chiva.  In Costa Rica it's a way to call a microbus.  In Mexico and other countries a small lizard is called a
chivilla that prowls the walls of houses eating insects at night.

chiviri
chiviri is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Chiviri" being its meaning:<br>It is the name of the feast of
Passover in the city of Trujillo in Spain.  It is a Festival of tourist interest.

chivirico
In Colombia it is a very small insect, with a strong bite and it is hematophagous.  It is also called bed bug or bed bug or
bed bug or bed bug .  Its scientific name is Cimex lectularius or e Cimex foedus.  It is typical of warm climates.  belongs
to the family Cimicidae.  It lacks wings. 

chivirito
It is one of multiple common names that in Mexico the tree Prosopis juliflora, known as carob, carob, Mesquite, pechita,
trupillo or mesquite.  It is of the family Fabaceae.



chiviscoyo
It is one of the common names in Mexico overlooking the volcano partridges, a mount hens, quail or quail whistling. 
They are of the genus Dendrortys, the scientific name is Dendrortys macrura and are of the family Odonthophoridae.

chivitos
In Uruguay are meat and other dressings and usually with mayonnaise sandwiches.  In Colombia chivitos are the sons
of goats or sheep.

chivín
In Chile it is a floating island of vegetation.  In Colombia we call it taruya.  In Central America it is a small lizard or lizard
breeding.

chivo
In Colombia it means goat or lamb.  Goat male.  It's also a colloquial way of calling a womanizer man.  In sports slang,
clothing or uniforms used in the game.  Clothes that are sudose or smelling ugly.  Wardrobe to do sport. 

chivos
Plural of chivo .  It is synonymous with lambs, goats or sheep, in Colombia.  It can also mean infidels, colloquially. 

chiwi
In colloquial way Venezuela is an American spreadable cheese (Cheese Whiz is a deformation of the English words). 
Appetizers, snacks, small pieces of cheese.  They also say chigui.

chiza
In Colombia it is a way to call the larvae of beetles or cockroaches.  We also call them mojojoy. 

chía
In Colombia it is the name of a municipality of the Department of Cundinamarca, very close to Bogotá.  In mythology she
was the Muisca goddess of the moon.  It is also the name of a herbaceous plant and its fruits (seeds) of high nutritional
value.  It is one of the plants with the highest alpha-linolenic fatty acid content ( omega 3 ).  Its scientific name is Salvia
hispanica and belongs to the family Lamiaceae.

chícharo gandul
It is one of the common names for the gandul, gandul beans, lab.  Its scientific name is Cajanus cajan and is of the
family Fabaceae.

chíclets
Flavored pills that are used to improve breath.  They were popularized by the Adams brand.  Chick, chewing gum. 

chlamyphorus truncatus
Chlamyphorus truncatus , is the scientific name of an animal of the armadillo family, of very special characteristics (they
are very small and its shell is partial).  It belongs to the family Chlamyphoridae and the genus Chlamyphorus .  It is
found only in central Argentina.  The name means the following: Chlamyphorus , which is the name of the genus, means
that it carries a blanket, short layer or shell and the epithet truncatus means truncated, trimmed.  In conclusion it means
that it has a trimmed layer or shell.  It is known as minor pichiciego or pampean pichiciego.



chlamyphractus dimartinoi
It is the scientific name of an extinct armadillo that existed in Argentina.  The word Chlamiphractus (which is the name of
the taxonomic genus), is made up of two Greek roots Chlamy which means layer, mantle or shell and phractus which
means reinforced or fortified, thicker.  The epithet dimartinoi, which is an eponymous, is the dedication to a scientist
named Di Martino, who made the findings of his fossils in Arroyo Chasicó, called Vicente Di Martino.

chloë
It was one of the many names by which the Greek goddess Was called Demeter.  Woman's name of Greek origin
meaning fertility, flowering, staying fresh, young or green. 

chloris
In botany it is the name of a genus of plants in the family Poaceae (grasses).  It means green, greenish.  There are
some grasses that are also called xeleño, Rhodesian grass, grass, fat grass, which are known by this name. 
Ornithology is a genus of birds in the family Fringillidae, which are known as greenfinches.  There are 5 species.  Name
of an asteroid ( 410 ) .  In Greek mythology, the name of several characters.  Name of the goddess of gardens.  It is
equivalent to Flora of the Romans.  Name of the wife of King Neleo of Pylos.  Name of one of the Niobides, which was
also known as Melibea.  Name of a daughter of Orchomenus, who was also called Aregonid.  She was a fortune teller. 

choa
It is the stage name of South Korean musical actress and a singer.  His full name is Park Choa.  Female AOA was a
member of the musical group.

choas
It's the name of an instrumental rock song. 

choba
In Colombia, especially in the department of Santander, means rumor, gossip, lie, embeed, fairy, ball, falasia.

chobi
In Paraguay is the name of a hill, located in the municipality of Ybytymí and which is part of the Cordillera Ybycuí.  It is
scarce 380 meters high.

chobis
I think they're asking for Chobits, with an intermediate T.  If so, Chobits, is the name of a Japanese comic (manga),
focused towards an adult audience (seinen).

chobo
It is the name of a town and parish of the miracle Canton in the province of Guayas in Ecuador.  Also means Rookie,
donut, bisono, novice, beginner, apprentice.  Southpaw.

choca
In Colombia it means that it bothers , that annoys that annoys.  Inflection of crashing which means crashing, hitting.   It is
also one of the common names of a wading bird.  It belongs to the family Rallidae and the genus Fulica.  They are also
usually called water cocks, coots, taguas, gallaretas or beech trees.  Another way to call them is tinguas or calamones. 



chocante
In Colombia it means annoying, annoying, that annoys, that annoys, that annoys, that uncomfortable.  That it faces or
opposes . 

chocarí
On my onshore Tolima, Colombia, Chocari is the name of an indigenous tribe of the Pijao family.  Their settlement was
in the vicinity of Venadillo.  Name of a bridge, a broken and a part of the municipality of Venadillo, Tolima Department,
Colombia.

chocarrero
It means that it has chocarrería.  That has grace in bad taste.  That it is not typical of educated people.  Rude, mocking,
burletero.  That mocks.  That makes rude jokes. 

chocato
Singular chocatos.  In Colombia and especially in the Eastern Plains means ordinary footwear, quotes.  Quotes, shoe,
shoes. 

chocatos
In Colombia and especially in the eastern plains means ordinary footwear, quoted.  Quotes, shoes, footwear.

chocha
It is a wader which is also known as deaf, woodcocks, Woodcock and Partridge Woodcock.  The scientific name is
Scolopax rusticola and belongs to the Family Scolopacidae.  Adult person who is very foolish, perecuda, complicated. 
Chile is also an edible marine mollusk.

chochando
It is an inflection of chochar, although it is better to use chochear. It means doing things in a clumsy way. Revelation of
the decrease of the mental faculties of a person because of his advanced age. Get things done without agility or slowly.

chochear
It means acting foolishly.  Being foolish.  Show weakness or mental deficiencies because of age.  It is also extreme
displays of affection or affection.  Pamper, pamper. 

chochera
In Colombia it means folly, chochez, custom or habit that reflects senility, stereotyped behavior.  Bobería, folly,
foolishness and folly.

chocho
It is one of the names that referred to the tree's scientific name Ormosia paraensis. There is also another tree he told
pussy. It is the Erthryna rubrinervia, of the family Fabaceae, also known as yellow, Chochito or Siriguay. It is a
leguminous having fruit pods and their seeds are characterized by being a Los pelones half red and half black. There is
also a shrub called Lupin or Lupino ( Lupinus bogotensis ). Tiresome foolish person with senile ailments.

chochollotes
Most commonly are called Chochoyotes, chochoyotas, chochoyos or chochoyones.  They are balls or yotas of corn are



added you to various dishes of Mexican wines.  In Colombia we say yotas soup.  The most popular is yellow of Oaxaca.

chochos
Plural chocho .  It means foolish person, senile, decrépita.  It is also the name of a tree in Colombia.  It can mean fools,
decipit, senile.  In Colombia it is the name of trees, which are also called erythrins, beans, balúes, corals or siriguayes. 
Its scientific name is Erythrina rubrinervia and belongs to the fabaceae family.  Name of the seeds of the chocho tree or
pionío . 

choclo
It is another way of referring to the corncob or corn mush.  Corn on the cob.  Cob.

choco
It's a bumper or bump.  It means crashing, colliding.  In Colombia it also means falling upset, angry, screwed up, angry. 
Chocó, as well with tilde, is also inflection of crash, but it is also the name of a Colombian Department, whose capital is
Quibdó.

chocoano
It means native of the Department of Chocó, in Colombia.  Relative to Chocó . 

chocolatear
It means drinking chocolate.  Meetings of friends or family who are made to chat and are held as elevens, where
chocolate is drunk and cheese, bread or toast is consumed.  Whisk with a cocoa grinder inside a chocolate or olleta. 
Colloquial way of saying chatting, gossiping, throwing curl. 

chocolatera
In Colombia it is another way to call an olleta, that is, a cooking utensil in which hot sweet drinks are prepared and
especially chocolate.  It has rounded shape to facilitate the action of grinder, foamer or whisk.  It's also called a
chocotera. 

chocolatosa
It means it has the characteristics of chocolate.  It looks like chocolate, which has its smell, taste or consistency. 

chocolele
Chocolele is the name of a chocolate factory in La Plata, Argentina industry.  It is dedicated to producing chocolates and
chocolates to souvenirs, gifts, parties, events.  Defined as " The craftsmanship of the 34 Chocolate;

chocolera
In Colombia, it is a seeding of corn, where ears are still tender.  Milpa, cornfield, roza.

chocolomo
It is one of the names that give a typical dish in Mexico.  Tenderloin of beef and offal stew.

chocorazo
A chocorazo is a strong blow, usually given with a chócoro.  In Santander, Department of Colombia call chócoro to any



kitchen utensil (pot, pot, pan, etc.  )  .  Chicoro augmentative.  Also for many it means bald or cocotazo (hit with the
knuckles of the fingers on the head).

chocota
In Mapuche language means "Eye of water", mana, birth of water.  Clean water well.  It is the name of a Chilean town in
the Province of Valparaiso. 

chocoyo
In El Salvador and Central America is one of the common names of the parakeet of the Pacific, green Parakeet, Pipit or
Central American.  Its scientific name is Psittacara strenuus and belongs to the family Psittacidae.

chocó
In Colombia, it is the name of a department whose capital is Quibdó.  The word is of Aymara origin and means gold. 
Inflection of the verb collide, which means to collide, to hit two things hard against each other.  Crashing.  Name of a
2012 Colombian film, directed by Jhonny Hendrix Hinestroza. 

choera
I think that they find out about chopera.  So is a common name of several plants.  Site where there are poplars (higher
plants - trees or shrubs), also known as poplars.   Plants known as Poplar Grove are Rhamnus frangula, also called
Rhamnus, frangula, hazels, smelly and frangula pumila, also known as bitter, carrasquillo or siretes.  Both plants belong
to the family Rhamnaceae.  There is a neighborhood called La Chopera, in the District of Arganzuela in Madrid.

chofa
It can mean gossip, ball, entanglement, rumor that spreads to make you laugh or to make fun of someone.  Lie or trick to
have fun, mockery, joke, joke. 

choichol
I think the question is for Cholchol.  If so, it is the name of a Chilean people.  In Mapuche language means place
populated with thistles.  Cholchol, belongs to the Province of Cautin, in the Region of Araucanía.

choique
In South America it is another way of calling the ñandú, especially the mountain, which is a running bird of the region.  It
is also called suri or ñandú petizo.

choique pampeano
It is the same common ñandu, ñandu pampeano, ñandú de las pampas (American Rhea).  Suri.  It is larger than the
ñandú petiso, Andean or cordillera ( Rhea pennata ).  It is a kind of South American running bird.  Choique or best
choike, is a word from the Mapuche language, which means ñandú.

chojín
It is a type of sauce that is prepared in Chiapas, similar to the pico de gallo.  It has pepper, tomato, cilantro and lemon
juice.  They also say chojen.

cholado
You can also say cholao.  It is a kind of fruit salad, typical of Valle del Cauca in Colombia.  It has scraped ice, chopped



fruits, melon and condensed milk.

cholao
It is a typical drink of the Valle del Cauca in Colombia.  In essence is a mixture of ice crushed or shaved, with chopped
fruits, milk condensed and melados of different flavors.  Cholado can also be said.

cholenco
It means old, tired, emaciated, enclenque, lame.  Refers usually to a horse and by extension a person cojes and
derogatory way.

cholet
It is the name of a French city that belongs to the Department of Maine and Loire.  Name given in Bolivia to a type of
architecture of Andean buildings.  They are very characteristic in El Alto.  It is also often referred to as new Andean
architecture or cohetillo architecture. 

cholguán
In Chile, is the name of a town in the Region of Ñuble.  It is also the name of a few conglomerates boards of thin sheet
manufactured with pine shavings.  It is a logging and forestry region par excellence.

cholista
Who practices Cholismo.  It can mean follower or fan of "El Cholo", nickname given to the coach of Atletico Madrid,
whose real name is Diego Simeone.  Way to practice the sport of football, intensely with very strong training, setting as a
goal each game.  It can also be for a passionate of exquisite football practiced by the Peruvian Hugo "El Cholo" Sotil.  In
Peru, nickname given to every writer who belonged to Cholismo, a literary indigenist movement led by Luis Fabio
Xammar, in the first half of the twentieth century. 

cholita
In Peru, it means pretty woman with native features.  Diminutive of chola.

cholitay
In the Andean Zone of South America of Quechua influence means girl, girl, young lady.  Miss.  Diminutive of chola. 

cholla
It's another colloquial way call head in Mexico.  In Colombia we say cranium, testa, mucura, motola, truncheon, pepa.

chollo
It means advantage, benefit, privilege, perk.  Little effort work.  Bargain. 

choloque
It is one of the common names in Peru for a tree that in Venezuela and some parts of Colombia, is known as a paraparo
or jabonero.  .  Name given to the seeds of this same tree, also known as paraparo, soap bead tree, soap bead tree,
soap nut tree, bobbins, soap, soap maker, para-para, amole, chambimbe, jaboncilal, choloque, palo jabón, chumbimba. 
Its scientific name is Sapindus saponaria and it belongs to the family Sapindaceae. 



cholón
In Colombia it is a paradise tourist spot.  It is located in Rosario Islands and has beautiful white sandy beaches.  It's part
of a National Park. 

cholulo
In Argentina it is the way to call who has an excessive interest in artists and the show.  In Colombia we say farandulero. 
It is one of the common names of a shrub in the family Rhamnaceae.  Its scientific name is Ziziphus amole.  It is also
known as amolillo, corongoro, soap, soap, lemongrass. 

chombo
In the southern part of Mexico and especially in the states of Tabasco and Campeche is a way of calling the hen, that
the scavenger bird of scientific name Coragyps atratratus, of the family Cathartidae.  It is also known by the names of
golero, zopilote, pimp, guala, jote, black vulture, samuro, nopo, sucha, urubu, zoncho, guaraguao.

chompa
In Colombia it means American, jacket, Cardigan, Hunter, Warrior.  SAC.  It usually has fudge to protect or cover the
head.

chompapo
In Centroaqmérica it is a way of calling a person who has an extension or protrusion of the lower jaw (jaw).  This is also
called inferior prognathism.  That has cumbamba, cumbambón. 

chompas
Sweater is a garment bag as a, but is larger, has internal and external pockets and is usually lined to protect from the
cold, they also have a hood to protect the head. It is a Colombian term and we also use the term jacket for the same
garment. In Mexico they say them jackets.

chompipe
It is the name given in Central America to a bird that is also called pisco, turkey or gallopavo.  The scientific name is
Meleagris gallopavo and belongs to the family Phasianidae.  It is also called guanajo, common turkey, totole, coconut. 

chon
In several countries it is the affectionate way of calling women who have the names of Concepción or Encarnación.  In
chemistry it is the acronym for Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen and Nitrogen. 

chon chon o tue tue&#40;chile&#41;
Chon chon or tue tue, is the same as Chonchon, Quiquil or Chuncho.  It is a term of mapuche origin used in Chile to
name a myth of a fantastic bird ( for some is the little OWL or Petén and for others is the queltehues.  Is the traditional
Chilota ( 41 Chiloé;.

choncho
In Colombia means pork, pork, pork, marrano.  Obese, fat, robust man.  It is also used to refer to someone who is a
victim of abuse, over-exploitation, who is humiliated, joche.

choncholi



In Cuba it is an insectivorous bird and seedbed that has black plumage.  It is also called Cuban zanate or toti.  Its
scientific name is Ptiloxena atroviolacea and it belongs to the family Icteridae.  In Quechua it means small intestine. 
Gut.  The terms chinchulín, choncholí, chunchullo, chinchurria, chunchurria, chunchula or chunchules (in the Quechua
language) are also used. 

chondata
It is a term commonly used in Mexico to designate an Acacia ( tree in the family Fabaceae ) whose seeds are used to
eating toast.

chondrodactylus
It means with cartilage or tendons in the fingers.  Rough fingers.  It is the name of a genus of geckos in the family
Gekkonidae.  It is found in Namibia and South Africa.

chone
It is one of the names given in Mexico to a frothy drink made from corn and cocoa.  It is similar to masato in Colombia. 
They also say Tejate.

chonegue
Also called Xonegui or Chonegui.  It is one of the names given in Mexico to plant Ipomoea family Convolvulaceae
dumosa.  It is herbaceous and climbing acampanuladas, almost always of lilac flowers.

choneque
The correct term is chaneque.  It is a word of Nahuatl origin.  It means the one who lives in a dangerous place.  It is a
kind of lepreb or ghost that protects the forest and fauna in the Mexica culture.

choneto
In Colombia it means crooked.  That doesn't save the line.  Deflected, arched, panned, misaligned, composted.

chonga
It means female industrious, hard-working, intense, active, dynamic, emotional, aggressive.

chongo
It is diminutive of chongo.  In Guatemala it means moña, hair collected on the nape of the neck.  Moñito , small bun .  . 

chongos
It is the plural of chongo.  In the eastern plains of Colombia means House of appointments, brothel.  Lenocinios,
brothels, brothels.  Way of styling the long hair of the woman, wrap it and then make a soft or light knot at the height of
the neck.  Tied hair, big curl.

choni
The Canary Islands is a way of referring to foreigners or tourists.  Visitors.  Chone or guiri is also used.  Urban tribe in
the mainly female version as opposed to the canis or bacalas in the male version.  Woman with a defined style in her
wardrobe. 



chonque
It is one of the names given to the malanga or ocumo.  In Colombia we also call it mafafa, hoop, bore, yaro.  Its scientific
name is Xanthosoma sagittifolium and belongs to the family Araceae.  

chonta
It is one of the names given to a food product, made from the buds of palm trees.  It is also often called palm or jebate.
Palm. 

chonto
In Colombia is a kind of tomato fruit is oval-shaped.  Double utility for table and kitchen tomato.  Male chonta.  It is used
as a synonym for hard, strong, resistant (such as the chonta Palm).  Nickname of several Colombian footballers.

chopera
It means land where poplars abound.  Land or bosue where poplars abound.  poplar grove.  It is also a way to call a
vessel where beer is stored and served in a porned manner.  barrel. 

choperena
It means wolf's house.  It's a word of Latin origin.  As a surname it is of Spanish origin ( Navarra ).  In Colombia it is a
common surname on the Atlantic Coast.  Last name of the author or composer of our beautiful cumbia "La Pollera
Colorá", the real mother of authentic cumbias.  Its full name is Wilson Choperena . 

chopero
It's a special kind of glass for drinking beer or siphon.  Large cup, with handle and thick glass.  It is derived from the
English term shops. 

chopin
Chopin is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Chopin ( is a surname )." being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Chopin.  It is the surname of a great musician Polaco-frances ( Frederic Chopin ) intractable composer and Piano
virtuoso.

chopito
It is a kind of cheese consumed fresh in Baja California, Mexico.  Cheese, curd.

chopo
It is one of the common names of a marine cefalópodo mollusc, also known as cuttlefish, cuttlefish, cachon, cuttlebone,
or sepia.  Colombia is also an assault, the army firearm rifle or it may be a spell or changon revolver.  In Mexico City,
poplar or best El Chopo is the name of a station of the metrobus, a University Museum devoted to spread the art and a
tianguis, market or Bazaar.  Poplar is also one of the common names of a tree in the family Salicaceae and belong to
the genus Populus, they are well known with the name of poplars.

chopontil
It is a form used in Mexico to call almizclera the turtle scientific name Claudius angustatus and belongs to the family
Kinosternidae.

chopper



It is an English word which means helicopter.

choque
It means strong clash.  Violent encounter between two objects.  Conrienda , quarrel, dispute, encounter .  It is also a
word of the Quechua language that means gold. 

choquero
In Chile it is a vessel, usually canned and with handle or handle, which is used to heat and prepare drinks such as tea or
coffee.  Chócoro, ollita, vase.  In Spain and popularly it is the way to call the natives of Huelva (Province or City).  The
most commonly used gentile is onubense. 

choquia
It means bad smell, foul or unpleasant odor, usually due to uncleanliness or poor hygiene.  Chucha, chuqui .  Chuquillo ,
Choquillo .  Smell of piggy or marranera . 

choquiya
Choquilla or choquiya is something that freezes, that smells bad, that is stinky.  It is usually produced by decomposition
of organic matter. 

choquía
It means foul-smelling, foul-smelling, stinking.  Smell of pigpen, marranera, decomposed organic matter.

chora
In Honduras it means mouth, lips.  It is also a way of calling an edible mushroom. 

choralas
choralas is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Chorolas" being its meaning:<br>I think that they ask for
Chorolas.  They are a Colombian birds also known as moorhens, tinamous, tinamous, or partridges of monte.  Its
scientific name is Tinamus solitarius and belong to the family Tinamidae.  Tinamus is also the genus of birds. Chorala is
a city of 40 India; Kerala ) It is located in the District of Chandrapur.

choras
In Colombia, it is the feminine of choros.  In Colombia means rateras, thieves.

chorba
It is a word of Turkish origin which means soup.

chorcho
It is one of the common names of a plant.  It is also known as lupin, lupine,, lupin, almorta.  Its scientific name is Lupinus
albus and it belongs to the Fabaceae family.  Its fruits without grains similar to beans and have a bitter taste.  

chorear
It is the action running the choros.  In Colombia says choros to thieves.  Steal, steal, steal the alien.



choreco
It means in Costa Rica damaged, damaged, deteriorated, with damage, decomposed.  In Mexico it means deaf. 

choreque
In Central America, and especially in Guatemala is the name of a fodder plant of the family Fabaceae.  Its scientific
name is Centrosema pubescens.  It is also called Center, chime, duckling, hen.  It has high nutritional value.

chori
It can mean crook, thief in Gypsy language.  Also in Gypsy language, it means mule or mule. It also means chorizo,
chorizo apocope.  You also have a way of referring to Roberto Carlos Palacios Mestas, a Peruvian footballer,
nicknamed "El Chorrillano" and sometimes called "Chorri" or "Chori".

choriceras
Persons or companies that manufacture or sell sausages. Furthermore, Delicatessens. containers to store or pack
sausages.

choricería
Place where they manufacture or sell chorizos.  Chorizo shop. 

chorido
Chorido in Mexico means very skinny, bony, macilento.

chorisia insignis
We know it more like Ceiba insignis, is a very big tree of the family Bombacaceae and has very good wood.  Its trunk is
very thick and thorny.  It is deciduous.

chorizo
In Colombia sausage pork, sausage.  It is also the name we give to the file where are the Carom billiards game. 
Colloquially something very long and thin.

chorlo
In Colombia, is a small wader, who lives in the savannas of the eastern plains and close to rivers and lakes.  It also tells
them jets or plovers.  They belong to the genus Pluvialis and are of the family Charadriidae.

choro
In Colombia means caco, thief robber, pickpocket, thief, rogue, rat.  That it appropriates the alien.  Kleptomaniac.

chorongo
It is one of the names with which the woolly monkey is known ( Lagotrix poeppigii ). Living in Ecuador, Peru Brazil and
Colombia. Also referred to as shaggy silver, plated Ateles or spider silver. It belongs to the family Atelidae.

chorote
In Colombia is a colloquial way call the loved one.  In clay handicrafts is a cup or small saucepan of clay or ceramic. 
Ceramic pot.



chorotes
Plural of chorote .  In Colombia it is a clay vessel, round and short neck.  Nickname for a fat person.  Fat, plump, pot. 

choroy
In Chile is a very common parrot that goes in flocks, is similar to the southern grosbeak or cachaña.  Yambio is called
Parrot choroy or Parrot choroy.  It is slightly larger than the xachana.  Its scientific name is Enicognathus leptorhynchus
is of the family Psittacidae.  It is found in Chile and Argentina.

chorra
A person who says crap, nonsense, gibberish.  He says things without thinking or ignorance.

chorrada
It means foolishness, foolishness, simplicity.  Act performed by the fool.  Silly, nonsense. 

chorreado
It is an inflection of dripping.  It means a fluid drain slowly, dripping.  Sprinkle a thick liquid in the form of jets, chilguetes,
drops.  Flow, restock, manar, drip, sprout, stain.

chorretosa
It means dirty, filthy, filthy or greasy.  Greasy. 

chorretoso
It means dirty, filthy, pork, filthy, filthy or greasy.  Greasy. 

chorrillana
It means that it is native to Chorrillos, a District of Lima, in Peru.  Related to Chorrillos or who lives in or belongs to that
place.  It is also the name of a dish typical of Peru and Chile, consisting of a tray of fries with a mixture of meats,
Viennese and egg.  It is also called the chorrillana back. 

chorrillos
Plural of chorrillo .  Diminutive and plural of jet .  In Peru, it is the name of one of the 43 Districts that make up the city of
Lima.  The name is due to the number of water births and currents that are generated in the cliff of the area and that flow
towards the Agua Dulce Beach. 

chorro
In Colombia blast or trickle is a drink of liquor.  Used as an adjective to denote much, quite ( A stream of people,
presented a stream of complaints ).  It is also borbotón, sutidor, thread, vein, spring, effusion, exit.  It means coming out
with great force.

chorrotera
It means chorrion, spot something in the clothing.  It is also defined as a path very wild and difficult access site.

chorti
Chorti is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Chorti" being its meaning:<br>It is an ethnic group of ancestor



Mayas living in Honduras, El Salvador and Guatemala.  Now they are reduced to about 70. 000 indigenous people.  Its
center was Copan and also referred to them as Payaquis.

chorva
Tingling sensation under the skin .  Chorba is also used. 

chosto
In Mexico it is a way of calling the male virile member.  Penis. 

chota
Especially in the Department of Tolima in Colombia, it is a slang and derogatory way of referring to the police.  Tomba,
polocha.

chota en puerto rico
It means mockery, sorna, mockery.  Also complaint, claim.  

chotacabras
It is one of the common names of a bird also known as gallinaciega, Nighthawk or zumaya.  They are insectivorous, and
its scientific name is Caprimulgidae, which means that they maman goat's milk (which was a popular belief).  The
nightjars have bristles rictales or whiskers that make it easier for you to eat insects caught in flight.

chotar
It means sucking, sucking, sucking. 

chote
It is the Papantla medicinal fruit.  The Papantla is a plant that is also known as Puxni, Cuajilote, Turi, young ear or
cucumber Kat.  Its scientific name is Parlamentiera acuelata and is in the family Bignoniaceae.  They also say chote the
regrowth of plants or flowers buttons before opening.

chotear
In Cuba it means mocking, mocking, joking at someone's expense.  Have fun making fun of someone. 

choteo
It means mockery, mockery, sorna. 

chotia
It means among Cubans mockery, mockery, joke.  In the United States it is a class of Ultralight High Wing (Chotia
Weedhopper).  In Puerto Rico it is used as a synonym for delation.  

chotiar
It means going for a walk walk, gossip.   It means gossip, tell infidencias, take to the water, throwing, ratting.

choto



It means baby that mom.  Unteed.  It may refer to a calf or calf, as well as a goat. 

choux
It is a very light type of pasta of French origin that is used to make the repollitas.  Its ingredients are egg, flour and
butter.  The repollitas soin some pastries of very soft consistency that are sometimes filled with sweet.  The word is of
French origin. 

chova
It is one of the common names given to crows, rooks or buggs.  They belong to the family Corvidae and the genus
Pyrrhocorax.  There is also a fish called chova.  Its scientific name is Pomatomus saltator and belongs to the family
Pomatomidae .  It is also called anchovy, anjoa, anchovy, blue fish, golf fish.

chovi
It is a Spanish brand of traditional Mediterranean sauces and garlic mayonnaise: mayonnaise, ajonesa, etc.

choya
In Central America it means laziness, neglect, sloppiness.  Negligence, reluctance. 

choyon
The correct term is choyon, with tilde.  It means big choya, clarifying that in Central America choya means head,
therefore choyón means big head, porron.  In Guatemala it also means laziness, mode or heaviness.

chozno
It is the descendant in the fifth generation.  The order is the son, grandson, great-grandson, grandson and chozno.  It
can be said that a chozno is the great-great grandson son or grandson of a great-grandson.  One can also say that the
chozno is great-grandson of a grandchild or great-great grandson of a son (I hope that she is clear).  Nice exercise and
play on words.

chozuya
It is a place of purification for the Shinto.  It is a washing of the hands, mouth, and bucket used for the rite.  It is located
before arriving at the Jinja, or sacred space.  It is also called Temizuya and ritual is called Temizu.  The bowl or
container where the water is called chozubachi. A high percentage of believer still makes the rite in natural springs.

chócoro
In Colombia and especially in the Department of Santander, it means thing, object, artifact, apparatus, element,
implement, chéchere .

chómpiras
It means thief, thief of little thing.  In Colombia we say rattlesnake.  Character of the comedy Los Caquitos, represented
by Chespirito.  He's El Botija's partner. 

chrisguerilla
It means guerilla warfare, war with small groups of fighters acting by surprise.  Small groups of Raiders.  It is a game.



christa
Female Christo.  In the Hebrew language it means Anointed One, Messiah.  It is used as a woman's name.  It means
Christian, follower of Christ or Jesus Christ.  Name of female astronaut who died in the Explosion of the Space Shuttle
Challenger.  Her full name was Sharon Christa Corrigan McAuliffe and she had been a teacher.  Name of several
American actresses.  The most relevant are Christa Brittany Allen, Christa Miller.  Christa Wolf was a German-born
novelist.  Christa Olson is an American writer.  It is also the name of several characters from the anime kingdom, among
others a thoroughbred vampire, mother of Subaru, in the video game Diabolik Lovers.  Christa is also a female character
from The Walking Dead (Episode 3).  Name of an asteroid (1015) which is also known as 1924 QF. 

christine
The correct term is Christine.  It is the English version of Cristina.  It is a name of Latin origin woman and means that
have thought clear.

christus
It is a Latin and German word meaning Christ, the Messiah, Jesus Christ.

chryseis
She was also called Chryseis.  It is the name of a character in the Trojan War (Greek mythology).  She was a daughter
of Chryses who was a priest of Apollo.  Name of an Oceanid (Daughter of Oceanus and Tethys).  Name of a Tyspiad
(daughter of Thespis or Thespius).  It is also the name of a daughter of Vincent Tan.  She is his heiress and also a
fashion icon in Malaysia.  Name of an asteroid (202). 

chscslito
chscslito is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Chacalito" being its meaning:<br>The word chscslito does not
exist in Spanish. They are asking is why Chacalito. In Argentina is a child of poor troublemaker. Nicaragua is a child. In
Colombia for the Argentine synonym we use Pelafustan or Gamin. To the term Nicaraguan have synonymous with
Guipa, guambito.

chsno
Type CHSNO ( all with caps ). It is the chemical formula for nitrous Metilsulfuro. It is composed of carbon, hydrogen,
sulfur, nitrogen and oxygen.

chual
Chual in Mexico is a mixture of corn, beans and sweetened with brown sugar.  In Colombia we say involved.

chubasco
Colombia is another way to call a downpour, or torrential rain but short-lived.

chubasquering
Invented term in realities that meaning intimate caresses. It is not a term accepted in our language and hopefully not get
him to accept. This in my opinion is a form of damage our language.

chuby
chuby is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Chubby" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Chubby. It is
not a word the Spanish language but English. It means padding. fill, plump and rounded, full-bodied, plump.



chucahuala
The Chucahuala or best Northern Chuckwalla ( Sauromalus ater ) It is a lizard in the Iguanidae family, which lives in arid
areas of Northern Mexico.  Desert lizard.  Chucahuala is also a zone or location in the Valley of the wireline or Huaylla of
Bethlehem, in the Peruvian Amazon.

chucaqui
chucaqui is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Chuchaqui" being its meaning:<br>I imagine that they wanted
to tell Chuchaqui. In Ecuador and southern Colombia, the term is used for the hangover, raw or guava generated by the
overconsumption of alcohol, more even if it is of poor quality.

chucar
It means to incite, stimulate, scare an animal to attack (especially a parro to bark or bite).  Name given to a class of
Mediterranean and Central Asian partridge.  Its scientific name is Alectoris chukar and it belongs to the family
Phasianidae.  It is the national bird of Pakistan.  Chucar in Portuguese means dizziness. 

chucata
It is the name given to the sweet gum or resin produced by the mesquite tree.  It is used to stabilize ice cream. 
Mesquite honey.  It has medicinal use to level blood glucose.

chucha
In Colombia is a way of calling the smelly armpits.  It is also another common name for the opossum.

chucha o fara
They are two of the common names that we give to the possum in Colombia.  It is also called tantrup or calatrupa.  Its
scientific name is Didelphis marsupialis and belongs to the family Didelphidae. 

chuchaki
It can mean dizziness, drunkenness, hangover, guava or raw, The word is of Quechua origin and refers to the
discomfort that occurs after having chewed coca leaves (Mambear). 

chuchaqui
It means hangover, guava, raw, discomfort that occurs the day after having drunk.  Chuchaque is also used. 

chucheria
In Colombia, it means something that has no value, something of very little value.  It is synonym of Bicocca, trinket,
curio, triviality, insignificance, furrufalla, borrufalla.

chucherías
It means things of little value.  trinkets, curio.  Hunting of animals very small, insignificant and little meat.

chucheta
It is a commonly used word in Chile.  It means insolent. 

chuchi



Name of a city in Argentina, which belongs to the Province of Jujuy. 

chucho
In Colombia it is colloquial and familiar way of calling Jesus.  It is also the male of the chucha or commensal.  It is a
carnivorous marsupial mammal, also called Fox, opossum, runcho, chucha, fara, common opossum, opossum.

chucho con rabia
It means chirrinche tapetusa, alembic brandy.  It is a brandy produced in a very artisan manner, moonshine.

chuchuca
It is a typical dish of southern Colombia and Ecuador.  It is a soup that has cabbages, onions, cilantro, corn, celery,
garlic and sometimes milk.  Be prepared with pork.  In Bolivia it is an ear of tender corn. 

chuchuluco
In Mexico it is the name of a very typical bean tamal.  It is typical of the state of Mexico.

chuchulucos
In Mexico, it has several meanings.  It means sweets, candy, sweets, snacks, simple things.  It also means bruise.  In
Colombia we say Columbian or Tracker.

chuchumeco
In Colombia it means very old man.  Old decrepit and toothless.  Exhausted by the passage of the years.

chuchú
Onomatopoeia of the noise that the train makes when it advances through the rail.  Pito of the train .  Name of a
children's TV character. 

chucky
Name of diabolical doll, fruit of the Voodoo.  The word in English can mean punched, drilled, pinched, chuzado.  It
derives from to chuck.

chuco
In Dominican it means friendly, courteous, friendly.  In Honduras dirty, slobby, filthy, bad-smelling.

chucos
It refers to those born or inhabitants of Santiago de Chuco in Peru.en Honduras means smell of spoiled meat or fish,
very unpleasant odor. Also it tells chucos birds have legs covered with feathers.

chucua
In Colombia it means swamp, mire wetland.  Place water, lagoon.

chucula
In the Center of Colombia is a drink that is prepared with the mixture of seven different grains that are previously roasted



and ground.  Contains bean, pea, barley, wheat, chickpea, corn and lentil.  It is boiled in water with panela and you can
add chocolate (cocoa), cloves and cinnamon.  It is a very nutritious ancestral drink.  It is also called balls of the same
product are traded dry and that are delivered ready to prepare, for which only to bring to the boil in water.

chuculún
In Peru it is a vulgar way to call sexual act or penetration.  In Colombia it is an expression that indicates that something
happens as expected, which was expected to happen. 

chucum blanco
It is another name that overlook Pithecellobium dulce from the Fabaceae family tree in Mexico.  It has other common
names such as: guamúchil, pinzan, chiminango, gina, or payande

chucumite
It is one of the common names in Mexico overlooking the sea fish's scientific name Centropomus pectinatus, belonging
to the family Centropomidae.  Other common names are Robalete, Constantine, Tarpon, Snook, Robalo flat.

chucuto
The eastern plains of Colombia, it means short-tailed or lacking it.  Colimocho, without tail or tail.

chueca
In Colombia it means twisted, diverted, lame, pok?ivená, estevada, curved, left-handed.

chueco
In the Department of Huila and Tolima in Colombia, it means crooked, buckling, curved, which lost the line, which is no
longer straight, misaligned.  By extension, person who does undue things or against the law.  Dishonest, corrupt. 

chuecos
In Colombia it means twisted, deformed, diverted, bent, pandeados, warped.  That deviation from the natural position
they have.  Plural of twisty.  People who have the legs or crooked toes.  Business crooked, are illegal, crooked business.

chufla
It means joke, chanza, mofa.  Joke, chascarrillo.

chuflay
It is a type of cocktail typical of Bolivia.  A drink composed of one part liquor and one part soda, to which lemon slices
are added. 

chugcha rutukuy
chugcha rutukuy is incorrectly written and should be written as "Chukcha rutukuy" being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is rutukuy Havanais or Chukcha rutuy. It also said only Rutukuy. They are words in quechua language and mean
first haircut of infants. It really is a family ceremony in which cut her first hair to a creature.

chui
It is the name of a municipality in the State of Rio Grande do Sul Brazil.  Chuy (thus, with and), is a town in Uruguay in



the same area and they are bordering, separated only by a street or Avenue (Department of Rocha).  Many Palestinian
merchants live in Chuí (Brazil) and Chuy (Uruguay).

chuila
First of all you should read or to pronounce as " j '' suis là ". It is a platform created in France of participatory financing.
They prefer projects to develop production of handicrafts, foster the culture and heritage alive. they receive donations in
euros, objects and materials recycling.

chuina
chuina is incorrectly written and should be written as "Chuina ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>It is one of the
names that give the Tarahumara of Chihuahua, Sinaloa and Sonora to the deer.  It is also called Mazama, Guazú or
Guazo.  Stew made with meat from the same animal.  Name of locality of the municipality of Champotón and lagoon and
Hill in the same place, in the State of Campeche in Mexico.

chujcha rutukuy
It is more suitable Chukcha rutukuy .  It is a compound term in Quechua language, which means to cut your hair,
hairdresser, motling.  It is also a special rite, when a child's hair is first dimensioned.

chula
In Colombia means black, but almost so offensive.  Dark.  In Mexico it means beautiful, beautiful, beautiful.

chulada
In Mexico and Guatemala it means beautiful, beautiful, beautiful, attractive, nice, funny.

chulapi
In Peru chulapi or pichula is the same and it is a vulgar way of calling the male sex organ.  Penis.

chulapo
In Madrid it is used to refer to people who work in humble jobs such as laundresses, dressmakers, florists, cigar makers,
etc. (which should not affect their dignity).  It means poor, dispossessed, humble, lower-class person.  Very poor. 

chulapona
You can even use chulapa .  Female chulapo .   In Madrid it is used to refer to people who work in humble jobs such as
laundresses, dressmakers, florists, cigar makers, etc. (which should not affect their dignity).  It means poor,
dispossessed, humble, lower-class person.  Poor . 

chulapón
Augmentative of chulapo .  In Madrid it is used to refer to people who work in humble jobs such as laundresses,
dressmakers, florists, cigar makers, etc. (which should not affect their dignity).  It means poor, dispossessed, humble,
lower-class person.  Very poor. 

chulavita
chulavita is incorrectly written and it should be written as Chulavita ( own name ) being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Chulavita.  It is the name of a village in the municipality of Boavita, Department of Boyaca, Colombia.  Name given to
progobiernista reinforced, integrated by conservative police group, dedicated to pursue political opponents ( Liberals )



and he originated the Colombian armed conflict.

chulavitas
It is the plural of Chulavita.  Characters harmful of the fratricidal war in Colombia.  They were members of
pro-Government movements in the mandate of Laureano Gómez, who dedicated themselves to kill Liberal, giving home
to the Colombian armed conflict.  Many were attributed in some were active.  See my meaning of Chulavita ( Sidewalk of
Boavita, 41 Boyacá;.

chulcci
chulcci is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Chhullchuy" as meaning:<br>Chhullchuy or Chullcci in quechua
means mother of numerous offspring. Cluster of numerous tiny and tender fruits. Folk dance of dancers carrying bells in
the legs.

chulería
It can mean beauty, beauty.  Group of beautiful women, cute women.

chuleto
It is a type of rib steak.  Cut rib.  The name of unretaurante in Mexico.

chuliar
In Colombia it means point or mark with a brief that has been verified in a list.  Verify, corroborate.  It is also the
signature on any document by way of adoption.

chulla
In Quechua language it means without a partner.  Odd, solo, single.  It is also used in the same sense in Cayambí, in
Ecuador.  In Peru, this is the name of an elegant and well-humored person.  In some regions of Colombia, especially in
Boyacá, it is chullar inflection, which is a vulgar way of referring to having sex.  Name of several Peruvian towns that
belong to the Departments of Arequipa, Ayacucho and La Libertad. 

chulmul
chulmul is incorrectly written and should be written as "Chumul ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Chumul.  It is the name of a Mexican village in the town of Izamal, Yucatán.  Xumul.  Fish stew.

chulo
In Colombia it is another way of calling the hen, which is a scavenger bird of scientific name Coragyps atratus, of the
family Cathartidae.  It is also known by the names of Golero, zopilote, guala , jote , black vulture , nopo , sucha , urubu. 
Chombo.  zoncho, guaraguao.  It is also valid zamuro.

chulpa
chulpa is incorrectly written and should be written as "Chullpa or chullpar." being its meaning:<br>The correct word is
Chullpa. It is an ancient aymara funerary Tower. It was usually cylindrical and its dome was a semi-sphere vaulted ) 40.
They were constructed for high-ranking characters.

chulquero
In Ecuador means lender.  Person who lends money by collecting interest (usually high).



chuma
He is a character in the comic strip Condorito.  He is Condorito's compadre.  In Argentina temporary disorder that
causes drunkenness by having ingested too much alcohol. 

chumacera
In Colombia it is a mechanical element that consists of circular sheets containing balines or metal spheres, which serves
as a single-axis damper and also allows it to rotate.  It can also be called bearing, rhodochina, ballbearing or bearing.

chumacero
It is a surname of a Bolivian footballer.  His full name is Alejandro Saúl Chumacero Bracamonte and selected national
many times.  Play steering wheel.  This name also exists in the Peru.  That it removes the flavor to things, that makes it
rugged (from the quechua Word chuma).

chumar
In Ecuador and Southern Colombia means drinking liquor, getting drunk, getting drunk.

chumarrasca
It means overasado, that it has roasted a little more than necessary, that it has started to burn, burned.  In Colombia we
say scorched or charruscado. 

chumash
Name of an American Aboriginal people that existed in Middle and Lower California.  Name of the languages they
spoke.  They practiced fishing and ventured sailing in the Pacific Ocean. 

chumbeque
In Peru and Chile it is the name of a nougat-like sweet. 

chumbera
It is another way to call nopal, tuna or palera a plant of the family Cactaceae.  It is also called an oala fig tree.  Its
scientific name is Opuntia ficus-indica . 

chumbimba
It means to kill, to shoot.  Shoot dead, kill.  It is also a fruit used in washing clothes.  Fruit of the Chumbimbo, tree also
known as jabomcillo cone, muchú or soap dish.  Its scientific name is Sapindus saponaria, from the family Sapindaceae.

chumbimbo
is a common way of calling a tree of the Sapindaceae family in Colombia.  It is also known as, jaboncillo, lemongrass,
michu, pepo.  Its scientific name is Sapindus saponaria.  Peasants use it to wash clothes instead of soap. 

chumbo
In Colombia PEAR fruit that matured wrong it means and is not edible, of bad taste.  Turgid, rejudo, hard, stunned, stiff,
immature.  In Mexico is the fruit of the nopal, palera, tuna, shovel, Cactus or prickly pear cactus fig (Opuntia ficus -
indica in the family Cactaceae).  In Argentina it means ammo, bullet, lead, throw, projectile.



chumbos
Plural of prickly pear .  In Argerntina in lunfardo it means revolver, pistol, firearm.  Bullet, bullet, shot.  In Spain it is a way
of calling the fruit of the fig or fig tree.  In Colombia it can mean ordinary, bad.  It also means that it is flat-buttocked,
slender (a), culichupado. 

chume
The municipality of Orocué, in the Department of Casanare, Colombia, means brother.  Very dear and close person. 
The word is of Sáliba origin (indigenous language).  In Chile it is an offense and can mean shit, excrement.   Another
meaning is drunk, alcoholic, drunk. 

chumengo
chumengo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Chulengo" being its meaning:<br>I think that they referred to
Chulengo, which is the offspring of a Guanaco. It is also a metal drum that is cut to the middle in lengthwise and United
halves hinged, so that you can close. This structure is welded horizontally on a stand and is punched the top by one of
its ends to add a curved fireplace as a tube, which gives it some resemblance to a guanaco1. In the bottom half is often
put a layer of refractory material so that the heat does not attack the sheet metal, and a grill that is approximately level
with the effected cut. It is used for cooking roasts. Used in Peru, Chile and Argentina.

chumengo
chumengo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Chimango" being its meaning:<br>It is possible that is
intended to ask about the meaning of Chimango. If so refer to the Chimango Caracara, which is a species of bird of prey
in the Family Falconidae, scavenger and very voracious ( Its name means eat a lot, or swallows all ). It has other names
such as tiuque, chiuque or caracara. In Colombia and Venezuela called Caracara.

chumequita
chumequita is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Chuchumequita" being its meaning:<br>In Colombia we say
is chuchumequita. Reference is made to " one old lady, very old lady, well chuchumequita ". It means too little old lady,
arrugadita, encorbadita, stubborn. Old Centennial woman. Old woman foolish and tiresome.

chumiate
It is the name of an alicorada herbal infusion with distilled sugarcane extract.  It is usually consumed in clandestine way
in stores in the State of Mexico, in Mexico.  Alembic brandy.

chumiguá
It is a kind of cake or pie made with pumpkin and filled with beans.  It is typical of Chiapas in Mexico.  Pumpkin tortilla.

chumina maldito animal del demonio
damn chumina animal of the daemon is incorrectly written and should be written as "Chumina" being its
meaning:<br>Chumina means matter or thing of little value, without importance. Inane, trivial. Chumina Power is a gay
dancer, famous drag queen of Madrid and his outbursts and follies of one has told you " Chumina damn animal of the
demon ". Superfluous, trivial.

chuminá
Mean triviality, something without much value or significance, smallness, insignificant, insignificance, trifle, trifle.

chumines



Group of friends who gather to drink liquor, drinkers, drunks, suckers. 

chumino
In Spain and in a vulgar way, female sexual organ. 

chunca
It is the feminine of chunco.  In Colombia chunca or chunco is the person limping when walking.  A person who may
have one leg shorter than the other.  Also told chunco or chunca to the person that he has paralysis in the legs and uses
crutches or a leg missing that.  Lame.

chunche
In Argentina means penis, virile limb, male sex organ.  In Colombia it means bad smell, unpleasant smell characteristic
of dirty people, humor, chucha.  In Central America means thing, object, pot, junk.

chunchito
In Chile it means buhito, little owl.  Affectionate nickname to the fans of Universidad de Chile. 

chuncho
It's a variety of owl.  It is also called cubaré or southern owl.  Its scientific name is Glaucidium nana and belongs to the
family Strigidae.  It is found from Atacama to Tierra del Fuego. 

chunchullo
It is a way to call the beef or pork intestine in Colombia.  We also tell you chunchulla, chunchurria.  Chunchule say you
in Peru and in the Southern Cone Chunchulines.  It is a gastronomic delight.

chunchurria
In Colombia it's the same as chunchulla.  It is another of the names given often, gutting or intestines of the pig.

chunda
That belongs to the lowest class in society.  Informal, which lacks a good presence. 

chunes
A subset of the musical universe that in theory only supplies or reproduces only the best music.  It is difficult to establish
which is the best because it all depends on the tastes of each listener.  Chunes is a Venezuelan last name.

chuni
It means cute, pretty, delicate.  In other regions it means lazy, apathetic to work.

chunkituy
chunkituy is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Chupikuy" as meaning:<br>I think the term for which they ask
is Chupikuy or chupicuy. It means cooking, prepare the stew, prepare the soup. They are words of quechua origin used
in Ecuador.



chunku palomita
chunku Dove is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Chuncu Palomita" being its meaning:<br>It is the name of a
typical Bolivian song performed by Yuri Ortuño. In chunku or chuncu language means affection, love.

chunky
Name of a pet food brand.  The word is of English origin and means strong, vigorous, burly. 

chuno
It is the name of a Korean television series.  History of Lee Dae Gil, a noble, in love with a slave.

chunpancle
It is a form as they are called in Mexico the trees of the genus Erthryna, also say them Dick, skinny, Gasparo, Colorín,
Machete.  They belong to the family Fabaceae.  In Colombia we say beans, Balu, Chachafruto, bean Nopaz, Baluy.  It is
edible and very nutritional.  Flowers consumed in Mexico.


